
Falcon’s Resort by Meliá - All Suites Punta Cana seamlessly blends premium beach resort
hospitality and amenities with extraordinary entertainment experiences in a way that’s casual
sophisticated fun for everyone. Discover vibrant and exceptional dining, shopping, and
entertainment, and explore Katmandu Park, an immersive theme park featuring rides, endless
thrills, and new adventures. A resort that will elevate every moment of your vacation beyond
expectations. Time to feel, vibrant and be surprised with this unique experience entertainment!

DINING
Unique dining experiences vary from elevated fine cuisine to a casual café setting, offering up a menu
inspired by local provenance. A selection of spirits can be found at each bar and restaurant, accented by a
mixologist-driven cocktail program.

Amor de Mar
A contemporary and informal dining experience reserved exclusively for Circle members. Unique cuisine is
inspired by the numerous flavors and ingredients typical of Latin America and the Caribbean, all brought to
life by a Mediterranean wave.

Karnica
This modern steakhouse becomes poetry, influenced by the art of the Spanish artist Picasso. Steak lovers can
enjoy the best cuts, aged to perfection, and accompanied by delicious sides. There is also a private room,
perfect for intimate celebrations.
  
Tori
Street fare, fusion and sushi bar. This restaurant serves the best Asian dishes in a traditional setting that
combines a sushi bar, robatayaki and teppanyaki tables with the best show-cooking experience provided by
our chefs.

GOLF, HEALTH & WELLNESS
Greens fees included at the Cocotal Golf Course. Note: Equipment rental and mandatory cart rental are not
included.  qorld-Class spas, wellness classes, yoga, mindfulness, stretching, meditation classes, plus the
fitness center are all included.

WATER PARK & CHILDREN'S CARE
In Punta Cana, kids are sure to have a blast with activities for all age groups, attractions, slides, and a
monitor service for supervised play while you’re away. Our Water Park is ready to slide, splash, and play
along the day. Open every day from 9am to 6pm.
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Interactive games, 3D cinema, zip-line, mini-golf.. . Discover the attractions that
Katmandu Park has to offer. Endless adventures that you can enjoy while on vacation at

Falcon's by Meliá Punta Cana. 

Legend of the Desirata ™
Venture into the Himalayas with explorer Kilgore Goode, where you’ll come face to face with a fearsome
yeti and the mythical Desirata! Legend of the Desirata is a 4D dark ride that heaves, tilts, accelerates, and
spins.

EtherQuest ™
Fire unique blasters to earn points and defeat evil Explorer Mages as you fight your way through the
unpredictable rooms of Jadu. EtherQuest is a hands-on interactive walkthrough attraction that features
immersive projection and practical effects.

Wheel of Infinite Wonder ™
Enjoy a whimsical ride aboard one of explorer Kilgore Goode’s many discoveries from the Hidden Realms.
The Wheel of Infinite Wonder is a slow-moving carousel attraction.

Voyage of the Fathom Wanderer ™
Plunge into the underwater Realm of Azurlan with explorer Kilgore Goode and his robot Busby on a daring
mission to save the Realm from a ferocious sea monster! A suspended 4D motion theater featuring special
effects.

Challenge of the Mad Mage ™
Soar through the Hidden Realms as you blast apart ChessBots to earn points in a madcap game of chess
against the Mad Mage. A highly immersive 4D motion simulator featuring interactive controllers and special
effects.

Quadagon ™
Train like a yeti on four high adrenaline agility courses. This ride Quadagon is a set of obstacle runs
featuring courses for various ages and ability levels.

Expedition Golf ™
Putt your way through the Hidden Realms on two uniquely challenging miniature golf courses. Expedition Golf
is a recreational experience featuring two distinct 18-hole scenic golf courses.
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